
SELIOT: Research Summary
The prominent recent trend of making everything smart entails previously simple gadgets acquiring
a digital personality and communicating among themselves as well as to the outside world, i.e.,
over the Internet. Consequently, the nascent Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm is rapidly taking
over the world. In particular, numerous kinds of IoT devices that perform ubiquitous sensing and
activation are already on the market. Inherent resource limitations, coupled with the speed of
development and deployment (i.e., rush to market), cause many IoT devices to suffer from design
and implementation vulnerabilities that can harm both security and privacy of users.

The greatest shift in the security landscape triggered by IoT is due to the fact that, unlike
general-purpose computers (smartphones, laptops, desktops, tablets), many IoT devices interact
with, and influence, the physical world, which makes their compromise potentially much more
dangerous. To this end, the goal of this research project is to develop and evaluate new techniques
for securing IoT devices and networks throughout their entire lifecycle.

Innovative Claims: This proposal focuses on developing effective and efficient methods for de-
tection of vulnerable devices in an IoT network, as well as mitigation techniques, as a reaction
to identified vulnerabilities. Our vision for the scientific impact of this project is a comprehensive
set of tools for securing networked IoT devices throughout their lifecycle, coupled with the re-
quirement to co-exist with inherently vulnerable or legacy devices. Proposed work aims to achieve
this vision by focusing on three phases of an IoT device’s lifecycle: (1) Birth: identify vulnera-
ble devices when they are first introduced into an IoT network, (2) Life: verify the configuration
and operation of devices during their normal operation and updating firmware even in resource-
constrained devices, and (3) Repurposing: infer changes in device ownership (including disposal)
and perform secure deletion of sensitive data whenever ownership change is confirmed. All of
the above will be achieved with a strong emphasis on assuring that new security techniques are
meaningful and usable by a wide range of people, not just tech-savvy types.

Broader Impacts: It is expected that research outcomes of this project will benefit society in ad-
dressing important IoT security problems before manufacturers saturate the market with ostensibly
useful and innovative gadgets that lack sufficient security features, thus being vulnerable to attacks
and malware infestations, which can turn them into rogue agents. Results of proposed research will
be incorporated into both undergraduate and graduate courses at each participating institution. For
PhD students involved, the project will offer unique opportunities for developing valuable research
skills in the important emerging area of IoT security, as well as collaborating with international
partners, thus exposing them to new research perspectives. The anticipated educational impact
is therefore in training the next generation of information security experts: both practitioners and
researchers who, beyond understanding and appreciating security and privacy concerns in IoT, are
also sufficiently skilled to address them. The technological impact will be achieved by transfer-
ring our results into prototypes, which can be turned into products and services, by working with
industrial collaborators and, where applicable, launching startups.
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1 Overview
The emerging and increasingly popular Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm entails previously simple
devices acquiring a digital personality and engaging in communication among themselves and over
the Internet. This promises many benefits. By making data a core element of every decision-
making process and providing ubiquitous sensing and actuation, IoT devices could substantially
improve efficiency, safety and convenience of modern living. Therefore, they are expected to be
deployed in virtually every corner of the economy and to permeate many aspects of everyday life:
from individual households to factories, and from smart wearables to vehicles.

Given their unprecedented access to sensitive data and/or ability to control the environment,
one might expect IoT devices to be designed and implemented with exceptional care. However, as
demonstrated by many studies (e.g., [17, 37]), in addition to poor manufacturing quality, security
of a typical IoT device is glaringly inadequate.

We propose to address this currently pervasive lack of IoT security by a comprehensive ap-
proach that spans the entire lifecycle of an IoT device. Our approach differs significantly from
prior work in IoT security: while previous results considered specific vulnerabilities or focused on
basic security issues (e.g., key management), the proposed research takes into account the unique
context of IoT systems: starting with initial deployment (birth), continuing through normal oper-
ation (life) and lasting until repurposing, caused by, e.g., ownership change or disposal. This is
significantly more challenging than addressing security in a traditional computing setting, since
many IoT devices are characterized by lack of (or primitive) user interfaces and inhibited or re-
stricted physical accessibility.
Intellectual Merit: This proposal, SELIOT, seeks to develop and implement security tools and
techniques for all major phases of the IoT device lifecycle. This lifecycle, and our proposed work,
can be broken into three major thrusts:
• Device Deployment/Birth: Automatic detection of vulnerable IoT devices and assessment of

their vulnerability levels.
• Device Lifetime/Life: Remote detection of compromised IoT devices; secure re-initialization

and secure software update on resource-constrained IoT devices.
• Device Ownership Change/Repurposing: Detection of change in IoT device’s ownership;

secure deletion of sensitive data prior to ownership change.
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Broader Impacts of the Proposed Work: It is expected that SELIOT will yield important re-
search advances by creating new tools and techniques that can be deployed across the diverse IoT
landscape. These advances are urgently needed, since the number and variety of IoT devices is
growing at an exciting and alarming rate. SELIOT’s expected research outcomes will benefit
society in addressing important IoT security problems before manufacturers saturate the market
with ostensibly useful and innovative gadgets that lack sufficient security features, thus being
vulnerable to attacks and malware infestations, which can turn them into rogue agents. Results
of proposed research will be incorporated into both undergraduate and graduate courses at each
participating institution. For PhD students involved, the project will offer unique opportunities
for developing valuable research skills in the important emerging area of IoT security, as well as
collaborating with international partners, thus exposing them to new research perspectives. The
anticipated educational impact is therefore in training the next generation of information security
experts: both practitioners and researchers who, beyond understanding and appreciating security
and privacy concerns in IoT, are also sufficiently skilled to address them. The technological impact
will be achieved by transferring our results into prototypes, which can be turned into products and
services, by working with industrial collaborators and, where applicable, launching startups. Fur-
thermore, PIs have significant experience in transitioning research results to practice, and, to this
end, plan to partner with external organizations. Research results will be presented at reputable
academic, industrial and government venues.
Added Value of Joint Research Project: The PI team is well-qualified to succeed in the course of
proposed research, considering their individual research expertise and complimentary skills. Each
PI brings a set of strong and complimentary research skills to the project that together result in a
rare combination. Aalto PI Asokan has an extensive track record of innovation in mobile systems
security [5, 57, 7, 8, 41, 58, 63, 9]. Aalto Co-PI Marchal is an expert in applying machine learning
techniques to solve privacy problems [28, 40, 39, 38]. University of California, Irvine (UCI) PI
Tsudik has significant experience across many areas of computer security and privacy, including
cryptographic protocols and secure embedded systems [48, 22, 25, 7, 5, 14, 4, 29, 21] as well as
usable security e.g., [27, 32, 46, 31]. University of Florida (UF) PI Traynor is well known for his
work on security for wireless devices and networks [54, 55, 36, 6, 60, 18, 10, 47, 61]. Together,
the PI team possesses an uncommon set of complementary skills necessary to successfully conduct
all aspects of proposed research which entails expertise in: machine learning, platform security,
design and analysis of security protocols as well as system building.

2 Background
The increasingly popular IoT paradigm is fostered by two current trends: (1) computerization of
all kinds of previously simple devices or systems, and (2) their interconnection with other devices
and the Internet. An important consequence of both trends in substantially increased range of
threats (aka larger attack surface): the former generally opens the door for malware, while the
latter incentivizes DoS attacks and remote malicious access and malware infestations. Although
malware is not a new threat, IoT broadens and amplifies its potential impact. Sophisticated exploits
exemplified by Stuxnet and Duqu already demonstrated the impressive impact of attacks that re-
motely target specialized embedded systems [5]. Meanwhile, comparatively simpler DNS-focused
(pharming) malware targeting residential routers shows how close to home IoT attacks can reach.

Such threats clearly and urgently motivate comprehensive “cradle-to-grave” security for IoT
devices and networks thereof. Consequently, SELIOT aims to devise novel architectures and
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techniques for secure lifecycle management of IoT devices. Although there has been extensive
research on key establishment in sensor and IoT networks (“Birth”) [49, 23, 15, 20], security of
other phases of the device’s lifecycle (“Life” and “Repurposing”) is not sufficiently explored. To
the best of our knowledge, the only prior work that takes a lifecycle perspective of IoT security is
confined to key management [45].

Admittedly, IoT is still a rather nebulous concept that encompasses a very broad spectrum of
application domains, ranging from large-scale smart energy grids to personal wearable devices;
from household, office and factory automation to vehicular (including aerial and maritime) sys-
tems. One distinguishing IoT feature is that it often involves cost- and/or resource-constrained
devices, i.e., “things” of all shapes and sizes. These constraints, coupled with the potential scale
of such devices, pose significant new security and privacy challenges. Due to the IoT domain
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Figure 1: Scope of SELIOT: Securing the entire lifecycle of IoT devices.

breadth, the scope of SELIOT is limited to household and office settings, where IoT devices
generally fall into two categories: shared appliances or infrastructure devices (e.g., light fixtures,
thermostats or door-locks) and personal gadgets, such as fitness dongles or smart badges.

As usual, there are two ways of dealing with threats: prevention and detection. While clearly
preferable in principle, the former is difficult to attain in practice, since envisaged IoT settings
are not usually physically secure. Furthermore, individual IoT devices are incapable of defending
themselves against a wide range of attacks: from remote malware infestations to up-close physical
ones. Suffice it to say that the naı̈ve approach of equipping all kinds of IoT devices with tamper-
proof means of defense is patently unrealistic. Thus, detection remains the primary means of
coping and proposed research is scoped accordingly.

Another key challenge is to devise an efficient means of verifying that a (possibly remote) IoT
device is in the intended state and behaves as expected. This translates into the ability to ascertain
whether a given IoT device is currently trustworthy. The natural next-step challenge is: how to
efficiently perform verification of a network or group of (possibly heterogeneous) IoT devices.

A closely related issue is secure (re)initialization and secure deletion (“repurposing”) of IoT
devices. This is relevant when a device is first deployed (e.g., after initial purchase) or re-deployed,
e.g., after ownership change or before disposal. In this context, one challenge is secure imprinting
or pairing an IoT device with a controller (e.g., an owner’s smartphone) and/or with other already-
deployed devices. In the re-deployment scenario, it is imperative to ensure that the device no
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Figure 2: Proposed research task roadmap for SELIOT
longer contains any information acquired since its original deployment, i.e., it must be returned
to its embryonic state. In the same vein, IoT devices are occasionally in need of software and/or
firmware updates. If not done right, this can become a great opportunity for introducing malware.
Consequently, devising techniques for performing secure updates is of paramount importance.

Figure 1 outlines the scope of SELIOT: we will explore how to secure IoT networks through
their lifecycle by employing techniques for the detection of vulnerable or compromised devices
and developing suitable means of reaction. We will not focus on developing key management
techniques as such, although we will use existing key management approach to the extent necessary
to facilitate detection and reaction. Outcomes of proposed research are envisaged in two forms:
(1) Design: architectures, frameworks and concrete techniques for various aspects of secure IoT
lifecycle management, and (2) Technology: working prototypes that implement (1).

3 Research Plan
Figure 2 shows the planned research approach for SELIOT. We intend to explore various ap-
proaches for detection of vulnerable or compromised devices and devise reaction techniques to
ensure security and privacy throughout all phases of the device’s lifecycle. We structure SE-
LIOT into three work-packages based on lifecycle stages: birth (Section 3.1), life (Section 3.2) and
repurposing (Section 3.3).
Data management: Several planned research tasks outlined below involve data collection needed
for empirical analysis and assessment. We intend to set up a testbed at Aalto approximating a
typical home/small office IoT network of 20/30 devices (including those described Section 3.1). A
similar testbed with different devices (described in Task 6) will be set up at UF to increase diver-
sity. All collected data and tools developed for data analysis will be made publicly available, thus
fostering fast dissemination and ensuring reproducibility of results. A detailed data management
plan is described in a separate collaboration and management plan document.

3.1 Device Birth

IoT devices for home networks are already widely available. Many of them exhibit vulnerabili-
ties [17, 37] and lack mechanisms to patch or update firmware. If compromised, “smart” devices
such as surveillance cameras, thermostats, faucets or motion sensors can leak sensitive informa-
tion, including whether or there are occupants in an apartment or a building. Similarly, water,
smoke/CO2 and vibration sensors can be manipulated to report erroneous information thereby trig-
gering emergency responses for a flood, fire or earthquake. Such procedures may include releasing
door-locks to allow unencumbered access to first responders. Moreover, presence of insecure,
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unpatched legacy devices in the IoT ecosystem puts the entire network at risk. An attacker who
compromises a vulnerable device can use it to attack other devices or to exfiltrate sensitive data.
We believe that securing such networks requires a way to identify vulnerable devices and con-
strain them (e.g., using virtual LANS and filtering rules) such that the impact from their potential
compromise is limited.

Research Question 1: (How) can we automatically detect vulnerable IoT devices by analyzing
their network traffic?

The initial focus of SELIOT is on identifying devices that are already vulnerable at birth (ini-
tial deployment) as well as during life. Unlike traditional anomaly detection [53], our intent is to
proactively detect vulnerable devices before they are compromised. We plan to pursue this using
two approaches. First, we will explore applying a local monitoring system to directly infer vul-
nerable devices when they are first introduced into the network, without having to rely on external
knowledge. However, since direct detection might not always work. An alternative is for the local
monitoring system attempt to reliably determine the type (i.e., make, model, firmware version)
of a device, based (at least partially) on external knowledge, such as the common vulnerabilities
and exposure (CVE) databases. This should allow us to map a device-type to its vulnerability
assessment.

Research Question 2: How can we automatically infer the type of an IoT device by analyzing
their network traffic?

Task 1. (Automated IoT device vulnerability assessment; detection) As shown in recently iden-
tified challenges [44], automatic identification of vulnerable devices is highly relevant to securing
IoT networks. In this task, we will develop active techniques for locally probing devices to in-
fer potential vulnerabilities. One common approach for discovering vulnerabilities is by so-called
fuzzing. It entails submitting invalid input to a system and analyzing its output to infer exploits.
However, current fuzzing techniques are quite narrowly scoped. They are usually tailored for spe-
cific systems, and require human assistance to operate [11]. We will develop an automated and
generic fuzzing technique that can cope with the large set of protocols and applications running on
a wide range of IoT devices.
Methods: Fuzzing will be done at the network level replaying modified observed traffic from
devices we want to analyze. To narrow down the scope of fuzz tests and ensure their efficacy
at discovering vulnerabilities, machine learning techniques will be used to automatically generate
fuzz tests relevant to the observed network traffic generated by the device. A relearning process
enriched by results of previous fuzz tests will ensure improvement of vulnerability discovery over
time. We can envision a collaborative approach where several local monitoring systems can share
their model of fuzz tests to improve efficacy.
Expected Outcomes: A prototype of an autonomous adaptable fuzzer to infer vulnerabilities and a
paper describing the design and evaluation of the mechanism.
Risks and Mitigation: Realizing a generic fuzzer with sufficient accuracy may be difficult (high
risk). One mitigation is to investigate if device-type information (from Task 2) can be used to
tailor fuzzing.
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Task 2. (Device-type identification; detection)
Device-type identification can be done via fingerprinting. Existing fingerprinting techniques

are mostly tailored for high-end IoT devices (e.g., smartphones) and assume availability of specific
application layer traffic [52], embedding of multiple sensors [12] or the availability of detailed
device configuration settings [35]. These techniques require significant data traffic. In contrast, IoT
devices produce limited traffic with little diversity and may be disconnected for extended periods of
time. Furthermore, existing fingerprinting techniques tend to be either too fine-grained, producing
unique device fingerprints [12, 35], or too coarse-grained, inferring only specific characteristics
such as the type of WiFi card and driver software [26]. A good technique for automated device-
type identification of IoT devices must have the following characteristics:
• Scalability to deal with potentially thousands of device-types in the IoT marketplace.
• Ability to learn from limited data, since IoT devices generate little traffic compared to

“smart” devices and may often be offline.
• Generalizability to deal with the heterogeneity of applications generating network traffic

and protocols used for communication.
Our preliminary work [43] shows promise in identifying device-type when a device is inducted

into an IoT network for the first time (Birth). However, several challenges remain to be addressed.
In particular, we will extend our current technique to work not only at induction but also dur-
ing normal operation (Life) so that a monitoring system installed in an existing IoT network can
effectively identify device-types of devices already present in the network.
Methods: Data mining and data engineering will be employed on sample datasets to determine
relevant features for distinguishing device-types. A carefully crafted data mining methodology
will ensure creating a set of features to meet the generalizability requirement. The device-type
identification technique will leverage machine learning algorithms meeting the requirements of
scalability and ability to learn from limited training data. Using a single multi-class classifier
approach, e.g. tree based, multi-class decision trees, does not scale efficiently to thousands of
prediction classes. Our preliminary work leverages a hierarchical approach combining multiple
two-class classifiers, which enables scalability and requires only small amounts of training data to
achieve satisfactory accuracy. While similar techniques were shown to be capable of discriminating
in the range of hundreds of user actions in Android devices [16], device-type communications may
not present as much diversity as user actions. Thus, these techniques may not apply equally well to
identify a large number of device-types. Similarly retaining high accuracy while coping with the
fact that the amount of traffic generated during normal operation (Life) is lower than during device
induction (Birth) will be a challenge.
Expected Outcomes: A prototype of the local monitoring system (e.g., realized as a wireless access
point) implementing device-type identification and a report describing its design and evaluation.
Risks and Mitigation: Identification accuracy may be low while dealing with limited data and large
number of device-types (low risk). An alternative is to use deep neural networks that are efficient
in dealing with large sets of classes and provide good single models for multi-class problems [34].
However, they involve a costly learning/relearning process in case of device-type addition and
require large amount of data to learn relevant models.

3.2 Device Life

Remote monitoring and management of IoT devices consist of two aspects: ensuring that the
software, configuration and behavior of an IoT device conforms to expectations (Task 4) and auto-
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matically updating/patching their firmware when needed (Task 5).

Task 3. (Attestation; detection) Although IoT devices have not yet seen widespread adoption,
there is a common belief (often promulgated by the popular media) that they are inherently more
vulnerable to attacks than general-purpose computers, such as laptops, smartphones and tablets.
We believe this sentiment to be partially true, mainly because current IoT devices often lack
sufficient (sometimes any) security features. This typically occurs due to manufacturers’ rush-
to-market mentality that prioritizes functionality and flashiness over more subtle issues, such as
security. Other factors are high cost sensitivity, lack of coordination of security efforts among
manufacturers, as well as heterogeneity of IoT devices.

However, in principle, securing IoT devices against certain attacks should in fact be easier than
securing general-purpose computers. This is because the latter offers a much greater attack surface,
by running many diverse applications and by being used in a wide variety of ways, which makes
is hard to assess all possible legitimate or secure states. Meanwhile, relatively simple IoT devices
are much more limited in their functionality and thus their attack surface can be much smaller.
Over the last few years, a number of relatively simple security architectures for detecting attacks
on embedded (i.e., IoT) devices have been proposed, including SMART [22], TrustLite [33], and
Tytan [13]. Their common focus has been on detecting remote software (malware) attacks via
remote attestation. Nonetheless, such attacks correspond to only one type of adversary. The only
exception is [29] which proposed a means of detecting physical attacks in a homogeneous network
of IoT devices. As recently discussed in [5], the overall IoT threat landscape involves multiple
adversarial flavors:

1. Remote Adversary attempts to remotely infect the device with malware, e.g., as in Stuxnet.
This is the type of adversary considered in most prior work.

2. Local Adversary is sufficiently near the device to eavesdrop on, and/or interfere with, the
device’s communication.

3. Physical Non-Intrusive Adversary is physically even closer to the device, i.e., capable of
mounting side-channel attacks.

4. Physical Stealthy Intrusive Adversary can capture the device and attempt to physically ex-
tract stored information, including secrets, while leaving no evidence.

5. Physical Intrusive Adversary, besides being able to physically capture the device, can at-
tempt to modify its state and/or hardware components e.g., introduce additional memory.

Some are clearly less applicable to the envisaged settings than others. For instance, the last two
types are unlikely in most civilian (home/office) scenarios. We thus plan to limit our research scope
to security against Remote, Local and Physical Non-intrusive adversaries.

Another dimension of complexity is the scale of IoT devices. Certain types of devices operate
largely in a stand-alone model and their communication is limited to a controller, e.g., a personal
fitness gadget or a wireless speaker “talks” only to the owner’s smartphone. Meanwhile, other
types of devices operate in groups that involve peer-to-peer communication and operation. This
includes smart devices, such as: light fixtures, access points, power switches/plugs, thermostats,
door locks and window blinds. This emerging setting of multiple peer devices is rapidly gaining
popularity and motivates more advanced and efficient form of protection, both in terms of scale
and range of attacks.

Research Question 3: How can a remote server detect malware infestation on an IoT device,
even in the presence of adversaries physically close to the device?
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Methods: We plan address efficient detection of aforementioned attacks, using several types of
security architectures suitable for a range of IoT devices:
• Legacy devices that allow re-programming but lack any hardware security features. These

can only be protected via software-based attestation techniques that require precise timing
and close proximity between the device and its controller (aka verifier).
• Simple devices that run code on bare metal (i.e., without an OS) that can nonetheless support

a minimal set of security hardware features, based on SMART and TrustLite architectures.
Such devices can be attested remotely with concrete security guarantees.
• More sophisticated devices that can accommodate a microkernel and can run multiple pro-

cesses. Some of our current work already focuses on security of such devices that, instead
of imposing hardware security features, rely on the security features provided by a formally
verified microkernel – seL4 – that guarantees code isolation.

Expected Outcomes: This effort is expected to yield: (1) an architecture for supporting remote
attestation (attack detection) for several classes of IoT devices and groups thereof, (2) working
prototypes implementing remote attestation for both single-device and group-of-devices, and (3)
experimental results based on trial deployment of, and simulated attacks on, secured IoT devices.
Risks and Mitigation: No significant risks are foreseen for this task.

Task 4. (Secure software update for constrained IoT devices; reaction) Resource constrained
embedded devices are often expected to be deployed and stay active in the field for prolonged
amounts of time (sometimes decades (!)). With the advent of IoT devices that operate unattended
with network (Internet) connectivity, possibly via IoT gateways, the necessity of software updates
mechanisms to these kind of devices is evident [30]. Remote update can also be used as a reaction
mechanism if attestation reveals a vulnerable or compromised device.

More powerful IoT devices capable of running general purpose operating systems (such as
embedded flavors of Linux) can use software update mechanisms designed for desktop or mobile
devices. However, such mechanisms are not applicable to small microcontroller class devices
which run simple Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOSs) or no operating systems at all. These
kind of devices often support a mechanism called In-Application Programming (IAP) [1, 3], which
allows the software on the device itself to reprogram its (erase/write) internal flash memory or
EEPROM.

Research Question 4: How can we leverage lightweight trust anchors to design a secure soft-
ware update/patching mechanism on resource-constrained IoT devices?

Methods: We will investigate how we can use lightweight trust anchors, such as TrustZone-M [1]
featured in the next generation of ARM-based MCUs with the ARMv8-M architecture, to build a
secure software update mechanism that can ensure the integrity of both the update image and the
boot sequence of such a device in a provable manner.
Expected Outcomes: A prototype of the secure software update mechanism on ARM Cortex-M
and a paper describing the design and evaluation of the mechanism.
Risks and Mitigation: No significant risks are foreseen for this task.

3.3 Repurposing

Devices may reach the end of their lifetime for several reasons. For example, the owner could
sell or gift a device, or a device can be stolen. Alternatively, an entire smart building, apartment
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or office can change occupants while retaining built-in IoT devices. Therefore, devices need to
be equipped with techniques to determine whenever their mission or ownership changes in order
to ensure that previously accumulated sensitive data is properly erased. Of course, this does not
obviate the need for handling explicit (owner-initiated) ownership changes. Ideally, an IoT device
should support both self-inferred and owner-initiated data erasure. However, we focus on the
former since it is more challenging (and generally subsumes) the latter.

Task 5. (Self-detection of Ownership Change; detection) Unlike other characteristics, such as
location, that can be easily inferred with a unique sensor modality, ownership is harder to identify.
In previous work, we have shown that fusing environmental context information obtained via mul-
tiple sensors can be used to infer co-presence [59] or help improve privacy [42]. In this task, we
will explore whether it is possible, for a device to automatically detect ownership change based on
local observations of its environment.

Research Question 5: How can an IoT device detect ownership change by analyzing environ-
mental cues?

We believe that a device can infer ownership change by analyzing its environmental context.
The main challenge in this task is to find methods for linking “context” to ownership in order
to accurately identify a change in the latter. Ideally, this must be done while minimizing both
false negatives and false positives. An example of the former is device transfer within the same
household, and of the latter – moving a device from one’s home to one’s summer cottage. In such
cases, a substantial change in the environment does not imply ownership change.

Furthermore, unlike the setting of some previous work [62], IoT devices may have limited
number of sensor modalities to sample the environment, which might complicate ownership change
detection. We assume that an IoT device can, at the very least, observe traffic in its local network.
In the worst case, this would be the only environmental data available to the device.
Methods: Machine learning techniques will be used to infer ownership change based on contex-
tual information. The technique must be lightweight to be implementable in low-end resource
constrained IoT devices. While prediction does not require much resources, model learning does
for many algorithms. We will explore adaptation of anomaly detection techniques to ownership
change detection. Candidate techniques include Bayesian and lightweight Support Vector Machine
(SVM) methods.
Expected Outcomes: Prototype software and a report describing the design and evaluation of the
underlying methods.
Risks and Mitigation: Accuracy of ownership change detection may turn out to be insufficient
(moderate-to-high risk). One mitigation direction is to risk erring on the side of safety and require
user intervention to reverse incorrect ownership changes.
Sensor data available for analysis may be too limited to accurately determine ownership (high risk).
This could be remedied by equipping devices with external sensors, e.g., GPS, accelerometer, or
gyroscope. Given sufficiently cheap and tiny external sensors, this may be an acceptable mitiga-
tion. For example, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons already come with auxiliary sensors
(e.g., temperature) that are not used for their primary purpose of broadcasting contextual informa-
tion through URLs [2]. However, some devices will be too resource-constrained to support any
external sensors.
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Task 6. (IoT and Secure Deletion; reaction) Falling prices of storage in commodity computing
lowered the impetus to delete any user data. Between the seemingly ever-expanding local capacity
and a wide array of free and low-cost cloud storage options, end-users and vendors have had little
incentive to make old data disappear by explicit erasure or destruction of storage equipment. At
the same time, the recent surge in large-scale data breaches has forced a re-evaluation of this “save
everything” mindset.

At a cursory glance, secure deletion seems to be a solved problem. Data that is no longer of use
can be overwritten using a variety of techniques, including those that (1) zero-out a file’s contents
in the filesystem, (2) overwrite contents with random bits on the physical media using single or
multiple passes, or (3) encrypt contents and then erase the key. However, none of these techniques
were designed with the IoT context in mind. For example, deleting a file is simple if the storage
device has a meaningful user interface; many IoT devices do not. Moreover, techniques designed
for overwriting traditional disk-based media do not apply to devices with flash-based storage. A
wide range of high-end devices, such as modern smartphones, offer hardware support for memory
encryption. In contrast, extreme cost sensitivity of IoT devices makes it unlikely that data can be
protected by such expensive low-level mechanisms.

In summary, unlike their more intelligent general-purpose computing relatives, IoT devices
(especially lower-end ones) greatly complicate secure data deletion. This might be due to lack of
one or more of the following: (1) meaningful user interface, e.g., on a smart electrical outlet or light
bulb, (2) physical access, e.g., a vibration sensor embedded in the wall or floor, or (3) appropriate
mechanisms to support deletion. Currently there is no practical means of secure data erasure on
such devices. Moreover, given the expected immense scale of IoT devices, it is impractical to
assume that owners will always take the time and effort necessary to erase data whenever they
are finished with these devices. Accordingly, when at the end of their mission or “life” (e.g., due
to being disposed of, loaned, gifted or re-sold) these devices must have a means of automatically
erasing sensitive content.

Research Question 6: How can we securely and reliably delete sensitive data from an IoT
device?

Methods: We plan to address the secure erasure problem in a two-step manner: (1) thorough
analysis of how sensitive data is stored in IoT devices, and (2) development of mechanisms for
secure data deletion. Both of these efforts will take advantage of outcomes of Task 5 (Recognizing
Context Change) which will provide a way to determine when deletion mechanisms should be
invoked.

We consider two very different sample IoT devices for the proposed mechanisms, since they
cover many of the scenarios we highlight above:
• Programmable Window Blinds: This IoT system can move up and down on a pre-programmed

schedule. A schedule can be over-ridden should a user return their home/office at a time other
than their normal usage. Such IoT products have been marketed both as a means of energy
savings (e.g., lowering blinds in certain rooms when the sun is most intense) and of privacy
protection, e.g., automatically obscuring views through bedroom windows during evening
hours [50]. As such, they are of interest to a wide range of consumers (including businesses
and households) and are unlikely to be removed whenever occupancy or ownership changes.
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• Smart Coffee Maker: This type of an IoT device allows for both remote programming
for service and remote ordering for associated single-serve coffee pods or capsules. This
portable device is likely to be used by many people, (e.g., employees in a break room, family
members at home) and could be transferred or re-sold. Such devices are already available on
the market [19].

There are several risks in failing to securely delete data for both sample classes of devices.
In case of window blinds, an adversary might learn sensitive information about previous owners.
For example, residual scheduling information might allow the new owner to determine the daily
schedule of its predecessors. In the coffee-maker case, residual data might include payment and
account information associated with one or more prior users. Failure to securely erase such data
could result in financial losses.
Expected Outcomes: The first part of this effort will focus on determining how data is currently
being stored on sample IoT devices. This will inform us about specific capabilities and mecha-
nisms available on real IoT devices. Without such a study, it would be very difficult to develop
broadly applicable solutions. As the next step, we will develop techniques for both gradual and
immediate data deletion. We believe that both approaches are necessary. While many IoT devices
(e.g., thermostats) rely on past behavior for predictive operations, over time, the value of old data
diminishes and eventually becomes useless.

We plan to explore current (e.g., windowed) machine learning techniques used for predictive
operation and design new methods to provide reliable prediction while securely erasing data that
outlived its purpose. This windowed machine learning approach has been previously applied to
tasks including language learning [56], amino acid reconstruction [51] and fraud detection [24].
However, it has not yet been applied to secure data deletion. This will most likely be applicable to
the programmable window blinds. Finally, as mentioned earlier, we will investigate labeling certain
segments of memory as containing sensitive data. We will study the costs of (i) encrypting such
segments, and (ii) secure deletion of keys, upon detection of a context or ownership change. We
will also assess tradeoffs between efficiency and protection quality, and experimentally determine
methods that provide the fastest data erasure.
Risks and Mitigation: Aforementioned devices are already available on the market. In the unlikely
event that they wind up being no longer available, we will obtain devices that perform equivalent
or very similar functions. This is a very low risk proposition owing to the number and variety of
devices currently on the market.

4 Schedule
Figure 3 shows the tentative timeline for tasks outlined in this proposal. Aalto will lead WP1 on
“Device Birth”. UCI will lead WP2 on “Device Life”. UF will lead WP3 on “Repurposing.”

Work Package 1: Device Birth
Task 1: Automated IoT device vulnerability assessment (m4 - m20): First, we will develop a vul-
nerability assessment method based on link from device-type to vulnerability using results from
Task 2. Next, we will design, develop and evaluate an automated network fuzzing technique for IoT
devices based on UF’s expertise in mobile networks and Aalto’s experience in machine learning.
Task 2: Device-type identification (m0 - m16): We will design, implement, and evaluate a scalable
and accurate device-type identification method that can be performed both at birth and during life.
Design and implementation will be led by Aalto using data mining and machine learning expertise
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Figure 3: Proposed project timeline
with a support from UCI for wireless communication monitoring. The evaluation will use both
Aalto’s and UF’s testbeds. Results will be used to perform IoT device vulnerability assessment in
Task 1.

Work Package 2: Device Life
Task 3: Attestation (m0 - m16): We will design, implement, and evaluate several remote attesta-
tion mechanisms to identify malfunctioning or compromised devices. Task 3 will combine Aalto’s
expertise in hardware security mechanisms and UCI’s knowledge of security techniques for em-
bedded devices and Internet security.
Task 4: Secure software update for constrained IoT devices (m8 - m24): We will design and im-
plement a remote software update mechanism for constrained devices. This mechanism will be
triggered and applied based on misbehavior detection from Task 3, or to patch vulnerabilities iden-
tified in Task 1. The design will take advantage of UCI’s expertise in security architecture for
embedded devices and Aalto’s – in security engineering and platform security.

Work Package 3: Repurposing
Task 5: Self-detection of ownership change (m8 - m24): First, we will systematically identify sen-
sor modalities that can be used to infer ownership change using data mining expertise from Aalto.
Then, we will use the results to implement a transparent method for an embedded device to detect
ownership chances. This will use UF expertise in mobile systems.
Task 6: IoT and secure deletion (m0 - m24): We will design and develop a transparent technique
for asserted deletion of sensitive data on IoT devices. The process of secure deletion will be
triggered based on automated ownership change detection provided by Task 5. Task 6 will combine
UCI’s expertise in usable security and privacy as well as both UF’s and UCI’s background in
cryptographic protocols.

5 Educational and Outreach Plan
Researcher training. The Aalto team includes a postdoctoral researcher (Dr. Samuel Marchal)
who is an expert in the application of machine learning techniques to intrusion and anomaly detec-
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tion. During this project he will have broad exposure to system and platform security aspects. He
will also gain valuable experience by serving as a co-PI, alongside Prof. Asokan. At the end of the
project, he will be well-equipped to function as a PI himself in follow-up projects. Similarly, the
Aalto doctoral student (Thomas Nyman) specializes in platform security. This project will consti-
tute a key part of his doctoral dissertation. Both researchers will gain experience in supervising the
work of students and junior researchers.

The team at the University of Florida is in the process of recruiting a new female Ph.D. student
for this project, expected to commence in the summer of 2017. At UC Irvine, a new PhD student
(Ivan Oliveira Nunes) who started in September 2016 will be involved in SELIOT. He already
has some interesting and relevant experience in IoT security, due to his involvement in a research
project in Brazil, in the course of his MS studies. He is, coincidentally, one of the authors of [45].
Participation in SELIOT will offer him a unique opportunity to broaden and hone his research
skills, while providing a solid basis for dissertation-relevant research.
Outreach. Aalto University will organize a public workshop at the end of the project in 2019
where all three PIs as well as researchers in the project will present the results of the project. This
workshop will be modeled after previous successful workshops of Academy of Finland projects
led by PI Asokan.1

6 Broader Impacts of the Proposed Work
This work will create techniques and systems that deal with the unique IoT context across the entire
lifetime (including potential repurposing) of such devices. This includes developing techniques for
in-network identification of devices, improvements to secure software/firmware patching mecha-
nisms and techniques to automatically detect ownership changes. IoT devices are rapidly becom-
ing more diverse and ubiquitous, which makes it critical to develop a set of systematic and broadly
applicable security techniques to ensure safe and responsible IoT operation.

From the educational perspective, we intend to engage post-doctoral, graduate and undergrad-
uate students in research and incorporate research results into appropriate courses. We also plan to
conduct a workshop at Aalto University for the benefit of the wider research community.

Results of this work will be presented at reputable academic, and industry venues, including
journals, conferences and workshops. Moreover, the PIs have a long track record of transitioning
research to practice through open source projects, patents, startups and corporate partners.

1ConSec: https://wiki.aalto.fi/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=109386880; and CloSe:
https://wiki.aalto.fi/display/CloSeProject/CloSe+Project+Workshop
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